Is America not "The Land of the Free"? Is America not where a person can just be himself or herself? Is America not where a person can express his or her own beliefs and opinions? Certain rights, the right to express one's beliefs and the right to vote, are granted to every American citizen under the Bill of Rights. Perhaps the one amendment that is due the most respect and attention lately is that of the First Amendment, which states, "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or of the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances."

This amendment has again resurfaced in the wake of the recent issue at Brown University and the other 41 college newspapers when they were confronted with the same issue - whether or not to publish David Horowitz's "Ten Reasons Why Reparations for Slavery Is a Bad Idea - and Racist Too." No, whether or not the paper published Horowitz's advertisement, he still won.

Horowitz was trying to prove several points. If the paper published his advertisement, they would acknowledge his viewpoint about political correctness; if the paper refused, it would solidify Horowitz's point about the lack of free expression.

Many students on college campuses, whose papers published the ad, became enraged. Berkeley students demanded that their school paper The Daily Californian issue an apology, Duke University students protested against the article and Brown University students grabbed every issue of The Brown Daily Herald to keep other students from reading it. Brown even held a forum about the issue, entitled "Understanding the Issues: Freedom of the Press, Community Values, Race and Civil Discourse." However, the forum was closed to the general public, and the press was not invited in to cover the story. Regardless of the content of Horowitz's ad, college campuses...
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Only in America.....Brown Univeristy's Mistake of Freedom or Speach

By - Christopher S. Rice

es and their respective papers have often been understanding and open to all ideas and beliefs that its constituents may have. However, there is a common ground between right and wrong and papers sometimes grant to every American citizen under the Bill of Rights. Perhaps the one amendment that is due the most respect and attention lately is that of the First Amendment, which states, "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or of the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances."

This amendment has again resurfaced in the wake of the recent issue at Brown University and the other 41 college newspapers when they were confronted with the same issue - whether or not to publish David Horowitz's "Ten Reasons Why Reparations for Slavery Is a Bad Idea - and Racist Too." No, whether or not the paper published Horowitz's advertisement, he still won.

Horowitz was trying to prove several points. If the paper published his advertisement, they would acknowledge his viewpoint about political correctness; if the paper refused, it would solidify Horowitz's point about the lack of free expression.

Many students on college campuses, whose papers published the ad, became enraged. Berkeley students demanded that their school paper The Daily Californian issue an apology, Duke University students protested against the article and Brown University students grabbed every issue of The Brown Daily Herald to keep other students from reading it. Brown even held a forum about the issue, entitled "Understanding the Issues: Freedom of the Press, Community Values, Race and Civil Discourse." However, the forum was closed to the general public, and the press was not invited in to cover the story. Regardless of the content of Horowitz's ad, college campuses...

When will roses bloom in your garden?

Spring Flower and Garden Show

By - Catarina Wang

Providence, February 18, 2001 - It is the final day of the Rhode Island Spring Flower & Garden Show. Visitors are walking and enjoying themselves in a pre-taste of spring. The ones not attending must wait more than a month for nature to catch up with the Convention Center. The show's theme is "Down the Garden Path." Each of the 29 display gardens features an inviting patio surrounded by flower beds and trees. Bird songs, smell of evergreens, and playing children makes one long for the spring to arrive.

There are estimated half-million blossoms arranged over a three-acre area, which spark the imagination and satisfy the cravings for things which are green and growing.

Michael Chute is hosting a seminar called "Basic Rose Gardening." Chute is the owner of the Rhode Island Rose Society and is an American Rose Society consultant. "It is possible to have roses in your garden and you have the right conditions and right rose in the right hole," said Chute, about growing roses in Rhode Island.

Mike is dedicated to the enjoyment of rose gardening in general. Chute urges those interested in entering a higher level of rose gardening to consult the American Rose Society website www.rose.org for more information.

All the colorful pictures Mike presents are from gardens in Rhode Island, which prove the possibilities of growing roses in this area. The rose industry is huge in California and many assume that climate to be the most appropriate for rose growing. Rhode Island can be an excellent place to grow roses, under the right conditions and basic knowledge.

First out is a big rose called Rhode Island Red, which was introduced in 1950. It was designed especially to grow in R.I. Only rose that same last year is called Diana Princess of Wales and it is widely popular. An example of a climbing rose is 4th of July, whose petals shape is similar to a snowflake. Rio Samba is a rose with a name that matches its intense yellow, red, and orange color combination, Mr. Lincoln is a rose from 1965 with fragrance and has red blue petals.

Before purchasing plants you need to consider what you want. "Do you want the color or the fragrance." You decide, you can't have both," said Chute.

Annual Good Friday Walk
Is Everybody Hungry?

Surely not here, in this country, in this community. The economy is booming. Unemployment is down. Goods times.

Except that more than 1,000 people - many of them families with children - eat in soup kitchens in Providence alone, every single day. And that's not all. We estimate 46,000 Rhode Island households are at risk of malnutrition and hunger, not just in Providence but in every city and town. Even where you would least expect to find hungry people. Soup kitchens, food cupboards, and Christmas baskets are needed more than ever.

Charitable agencies are working as hard as they can to keep up with the need. But they need you and your friends. Your family, your coworkers, your roommates, your church, your classmates - and everyone else you can muster - to help.

It's time to do something really big about hunger this year to support the Rhode Island for a Hunger-Free State campaign, and to link all of our efforts to make this the first hunger-free state in the nation.

Here's the plan. 1,000 walkers will be recruited statewide, each of whom will find at least 10 sponsors who will contribute $10 each, as much as they can. On average, then 1,000 walkers will each bring $1000, for a grand total of $100,000. That will stock a lot of food pantries, fill a lot of grocery bags, supply a lot of soup kitchens - especially because shopping is done at the Rhode Island Community Food Bank.

But this isn't all. Walkers will step out from churches, representing five different denominations at 9 a.m. By 11 a.m., walkers will converge on our state House from the north, south, east, and west to demonstrate our support for responsible government funding in concert with private charitable efforts to address such basic human needs as the right to have food.

The Johnson & Wales University community is invited to join our effort on Good Friday, April 13, 2001. Call Catholic Campus Ministry at 598-1830 to obtain a sponsor sheet and departure details. Join with the members of the Newman Club at Johnson & Wales in helping people who are hungry and homeless.
Spring, the Season of Flowers and Beautiful Scenery in Rhode Island

"There's trade-offs with everything, but you can't go wrong with the McCartney rose. If you want a rose that smells and blooms all summer long," the rose is pink and it's "smirkin," and it's named after Paul McCartney's family. A rose grower needs permission to name a plant after a celebrity. When asked if a rose could be named after the former "Beatles" member, he replied that they could name one after his family. Another rose named after a celebrity is Barbara Streisand, which has a lavender scent.

"Rule number one is to buy good roses. You should not be afraid of spending an extra buck or two when you buy the plants," Chute repeats this many times. Buying plants can be done through a nursery, seed catalogs, or in stores. Companies can be called for catalogs; Harris Seed Catalogue (800) 514-4441. Territorial Seed Co. (541) 942-9547. Ordering and purchasing can be done through the internet, e.g. www.bloomin.com, www.parkseed.com.

Roses are heavy feeders, and they need a varied nutritional diet to provide an abundant of large, beautiful blooms. (Fertilizers: When and How Jill Barnard) The main nutrients are Nitrogen, Phosphorus, and Potassium. Roses need a minimum of six hours of direct sunlight a day, and water. "Sunlight equals color, it always has." When deciding which rose to plant it is important to think about the location and the amount of light it will receive. The fewer the petals the fewer hours of shadow the flower can take.

The second best thing roses need is water. "It is almost impossible to over water roses," Chute says and smiles. Each individual flower should be watered. He then suggests that we should constantly build the soil in which the roses grow. The pH of the soil should be over 6, between 6.5-6.9. You can get the pH measured by a rose society for free. Adding lime can change the pH. Bananas work well around plants, and they have a nutritious value and benefits. The soil should be rich organic. Fertilizers like the bi-product from horses can be used as organic amendments to the soil.

When planting roses the bud union should be placed in a hole 2 inches below the ground level. Soil and mulch should cover it.

New Findings About Minorities
The evolving world that we live in....

Cancer Patients Want Good...Feel Better Through American Cancer Society Program

You want read about the "lipstick theory" in any scientific publication? Or is it observation made by the medical professionals that when a woman cancer patient starts to put on her lipstick, she is on her way to recovery. The premise is: when you look good, you feel better. On Tuesday, April 10, 2001, at 6:30 p.m., the American Cancer Society is holding a Look Good...Feel Better program, no charge. The session will be held at Memorial Hospital, 111 Brearley Street, Pawtucket, R.I.

Look Good...Feel Better is a unique program designed to help patients maintain their personal appearance while undergoing treatment for cancer. It is sponsored by the American Cancer Society, Cosmetic, Toiletry and Fragrance Association, and National Cosmetology Association and offers guidance about skin care, nail care, make-up application and hairstyling.

"Being able to look your best makes a world of a difference to someone going through treatment for cancer," said Steve Mallone, program coordinator for the American Cancer Society's Look Good...Feel Better program. "Sometimes simple changes in makeup, or an attractive way of tying a head scarf, can bring a turn around in a woman's outlook and bring back her optimism."

The American Cancer Society's Look Good...Feel Better program offers a variety of services to patients, including free goods and services for patients in need, support programs, and comprehensive Cancer Information through its (800) ACS-2345 number. For accurate up to date cancer information log on to www.cancer.org.

For more information about Look Good...Feel Better, or to enroll in the April 10, 2001 program, call Gilda, at Memorial Hospital, at (401) 729-2780 or Linda, at the American Cancer Society at (401) 722-8480.

The Campus Herald
The Campus Herald does not knowingly accept advertisements and/or articles that promote discriminatory acts on the basis of sex, race, creed, gender, religious preference, marital status, veteran, or sexual orientation, nor does it publish material that violates university, local, state or federal laws. The Campus Herald encourages all students, faculty, administrators, and community members to voice their opinions on topics concerning the mission of the University of Johnson & Wales University. A writer can express his or her opinions in Letters to the Editor. All letters must be signed in ink or they may not be published.

You may contact us at our offices on the 3rd floor of the CBCS building, call us at (401) 595-2767, or email us at campherald@uw.edu.
Shattering the Conventional Mold

By - Rebecca Bozeman

Let's all stop to give Buddy a pat on the back for his grandiose Renaissance City, despite the current controversies surrounding his camp. Breath-taking architecture, shopping, food from just about every country in the world, enough art to make the Boston Museum of Fine Arts wince, and now a museum dedicated to the culturally rich history of Rhode Island.

Under the leadership of the Rhode Island Historical Society, the Heritage Harbor Museum will record the history and development of the Rhode Island region through the use of interactive and technologically advanced exhibits including historic artifacts, photographs, and documents. Some exhibits planned for the museum include Noreen's Triple Decker house, a working diner, a 15th century Caravel, Texton's The Mind's Eye, Verizon's Time Machine and an electronic exhibit theater, and other interactive exhibits.

The Harbor Museum is Rhode Island's first statewide center. The museum is part of the Smithsonian Institution Affiliations Program and the only New England museum to date and one of 58 nationwide to be part of this program. Shattering the mold of traditional museums with festivals, teacher, art, interactive exhibits, children's play areas, unique restaurants, shops and galleries. Everyone who has entered a museum at one time or another has encountered that stuffy institutional must be seen but not heard mentality, which often permeates the museum world. The Heritage Harbor Museum is an exception to the rule.

A Capital Campaign is presently underway to raise the necessary funds for the many different construction phases of the heritage Harbor. Turning the decommisioned South Street Power Plant into a history museum and cultural center proved to be a very difficult task.

Chair Dave Duffy and Vice Chair Steve Hambett and constituents lead the Capital Campaign Committee. Many prominent community leaders, including government officials, have or plan on finding a way to provide state funding for Heritage Harbor. The Heritage Harbor Capital Campaign has been underway for three years, raising nearly $29 million of the $34 million community goal. Some of the most significant gifts to date include: $1 million challenge grant from the Federal Economic Development Administration (EDA) supporting the urban revitalization aspect of Harbor Museum; $1 million state match to the EDA grant; $625,000 National Endowment for the Humanities challenge grant; $500,000 sponsorship of the Mind’s Eye exhibit from Texton Inc; $75,000 grant to support the participation of the Rhode Island Jewish Historical Society at the museum. Statewide grants continue to fuel Heritage Harbor's Capital Campaign.

The Heritage Harbor Museum will be located at 350 Eddy Street in the Providence Jewelry District overlooking the Providence River. Anyone interested in employment or volunteer work should visit www.heritageharbor.org

Prostate Education and Support Group Meeting April 3, 2001

The American Cancer Society, in conjunction with Rhode Island Hospital, a Lifespan Partner, is offering Man to Man, a free public education and group support program for men dealing with prostate cancer. The group will meet Tuesday, April 3, 2001 at 6:30 p.m. in the George Auditorium, Rhode Island Hospital. Spousal support is encouraged to attend. Free parking has been arranged and refreshments will be served.

Meeting on the first Tuesday of each month, the Man to Man Support group is designed to provide an opportunity for men with prostate cancer, to talk openly with each other and health care professionals about their concerns.

Fighting for Freedom of Speech

But in America, we, the people, will always have conflicting beliefs. Be it about gay rights, the legalization of marijuana, abortion, everyone has a different stance on these issues. However, it is the right of every American citizens to stand up and protest when they feel strong enough about something. That, also, follows the lines of protecting the beliefs of people.

Protests have brought about numerous changes in America, and many more protests will continue to do so in the future. It is the people who are willing to fight, who feel strong enough about their beliefs and convictions, which bring about these major changes. However, it is up to every American to decide which are the right issues to protest and which beliefs of others to respect, even when they conflict with your own.

March 8, 2001

Providence Police arrested an inactive male student at Xavier Mercy Hall for possession of marijuana.

March 8, 2001

A male student was arrested by Providence Police and charged with larceny of a book from the Chestnuts Bookstore.

March 9, 2001

At 11:55 am a male commuter student was shot in the leg near the bus stop in front of Dexter Manor at 100 Broad Street. The student had been involved in an altercation with a group of men at the Mirage Bar (located on Summer St in Providence) just prior to the shooting, and the two incidents may be related. The shot was one of four or five shots fired from a white van (make and model unknown) with New York license plates which immediately left the area taking a right onto Foster Street heading towards Pine Street. Providence Police are investigating.

March 10, 2001

A male resident was arrested at McNulty Hall by Providence Police and charged with possession of marijuana.

March 12, 2001

Two male residents were arrested at Renaissance Hall by Providence Police and charged with possession of needles and syringes and Duratest (a steroid).

March 17, 2001

A female student reported her of campus apartment broken into between the hours of 5:15 pm and 8 pm. Several items were reported missing... Providence Police are investigating.

March 20, 2001

A female student was arrested by Providence Police and charged with shoplifting from the Providence Place mall. The student will be referred to Juvenile Court.

WAVES OF ACTIVISM

STUDENT MOVEMENTS & COMMUNITY CAUSES

AN ALL RI STUDENT ACTIVISM CONFERENCE

Saturday, April 21, 2001

9:00 am - 5:00 pm

University of RI - Memorial Union

Kingston, RI

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS:

Got Tots? Learn how to spot and develop leaders. Learn about grass roots organizing and strategy development. Use power and alliances to make changes on campus.

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

Learn about the basics of crime prevention, divisiveness, environmentalism, sexual orientation, guns & addiction, gender & domestic violence, poverty, hunger, capital punishment, and other issues you care about!

LET'S CHAT

Come hear about what other students and community groups in RI are working on! Build new relationships and make contacts. Bring materials to share with others.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Jason Solomon - Author of making the News: A Guide for Non-Profits & Activists will provide future insights on how one can work with the media for greater coverage of your group’s work.

To Register for the Conference Contact:

Karen Milho
Office of Student Activities, Citizens Bank Center for Student Involvement 401-598-2804
kmilho@uri.edu

Registration Deadline:

Monday, April 9, 2001

LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE!!

CRIME AWARENESS

1,2,3,4 BED Apartments

JUNE, 2001

• Alarmed

• Parking

• Laundry

• Many to choose from!

SHEIN MANAGEMENT

401-272-4845

brings charges against the suspect.

March 11, 2001

A female student reported that she was accosted by a male subject while she was at the Providence Place Mall. The male touched the female in the hip and chest area. The student was able to get away, but was followed by the suspect until she reached the University Library on Dominican Street. The suspect who said his name was Dwayne, was described as a black male, approximately 5'10", 200 lbs., wearing a beige sweatshirt and khaki pants, with a goatee and crooked teeth. Providence Police were notified.

March 12, 2001

Providence Police apprehended a non-student male and charged him with breaking into a parked car belonging to a student at 10 am on Service Road #6.

March 14, 2001

Providence Police were arrested at Renaissance Hall by Providence Police and charged with possession of needles and syringes and Duratest (a steroid).

March 17, 2001

A female student reported her of campus apartment broken into between the hours of 5:15 pm and 8 pm. Several items were reported missing... Providence Police are investigating.

March 20, 2001

A female student was arrested by Providence Police and charged with shoplifting from the Providence Place mall. The student will be referred to Juvenile Court.
Dominica - Nature Island of the Caribbean

Courtesy of: The Caribbean Student Association

This 290-square-mile (750 sq km) island is one of the Caribiean islands that has changed very little since Columbus visited and named it 500 years ago. Known as the Nature Island of the Caribbean, Dominica has a unique micro-climate - lush rainforests, volcanic peaks, thundering waterfalls, cloud-covered hills, sulphur springs, pools of bubbling therapeutic mud and hot mineral streams. This tropical wonderland has 365 rivers, many of them providing excellent swimming. The exotic animals and plants that have been wiped out on nearby islands thrive here. Nature is spectacularly and uncontrollably rampant.

When you hike through the island's forests, you are as close to nature as it is possible to get. Rich in ferns, wild orchids and giant, flowering trees, they are home to bats, iguanas, stick insects and blacksmith beetles so big they can be heard moving about on the forest floor. There are five species of snakes - none of them poisonous - and more than 160 bird species, including two endemic but endangered parrots, making Dominica a magnet for bird-watchers.

Some of the island's most dramatic sights is a hike in the 1,000-acre (400-ha) Morne Trois Pitons National Park, a designated World Natural Heritage Site. Here you'll see mist-waist peaks looming over the rainforest and marvel at the Boiling Lake, where sulphurous springs sizzle and steam at up to 197°F (92°C).

Sealife off the island is equally awe-inspiring. There are excellent dive sites with reefs, sheer walls, valleys and hot springs on the seabed. In the winter breeding season - November to March - humpback, pilot whales and especially sperm whales and their calves can be seen in the deep, calm offshore waters. Whale-watching trips are very popular with visitors.

Another vital aspect of Dominica is that it is now the home of 3,000 surviving descendants of the Caribs, the pre-Columbian people who gave the Caribbean its name. Although the Carib language has persisted, they have their own territory, where their baskets and wood-carvings are sold to visitors and some of their traditions are maintained, such as whale-watching.

The capital, Roseau, is the best base from which to journey into the interior. It's a quiet town where, although English is the country's official language, you'll hear the French-based Creole patois spoken in the streets, markets, cafes and many of the run-down restaurants.

Night-life is usually calm and relaxed except, perhaps, when the island hosts the annual three-day World Creole Music Festival, attracting star singers and musicians from throughout the French-speaking Caribbean, the United States, Africa and Europe.

Dominica welcomes tourists and wants more to see - and help to protect - its unique natural wonders.

Events in Entrepreneurship

Larry Friedman International Center for Entrepreneurship
School of Global Management

MEXICO TRIP OPENS NEW DOORS

Kenneth Proudfoot traveled to Mexico City during the Spring break (Feb 26-March 4) to meet with business and government leaders in Mexico City and Cuernavaca. The purpose was two-fold. First of all, the Center has been working on developing a new Summer Work Abroad Program (SWAP) in Mexico to provide students with an opportunity to learn about business challenges and prospects in this dynamic and growing country. Secondly, the Center is exploring new internship and other experiential work options for business students to live and work in Mexico. The preliminary results were encouraging. Conference meetings were held with owners and managers of small companies, international firms, and government agencies. This process will continue throughout the year with the goal of placing students in Mexico in 2002.

MICROENTERPRISE PROGRAM MOVES AHEAD

The Center's initiatives on MicroEnterprise Development to assist low and moderate income residents to start and grow small businesses are continuing to move ahead. Two classes graduated in February, one in Providence and one in Warwick. A new class was started in Pawtucket in February and is being taught in Portuguese. Two new classes were formed in Providence's Southside and in Warwick and will graduate students in early April.

Retta - April 4th

Retta's friendly humor is a must-see and as a result she recently appeared on the Comedy Divas Showcase and on "The Jenny Jones Show." She has opened for such comedians as Booby Collins and Shirley Hemphill. You're guaranteed to enjoy her show because this is one funny lady.

Opening for Retta is Ardle Fuqua, who is another comedian that will make you laugh all night!

Ardle Fuqua
Opinions!

Rhode Island Restaurant Tour

Soli's Japanese Steakhouse

Hello to all you students of J.W. This week we venture out of the culinary haven we call Providence, and travel to the always exiting and enchanting city of Warwick, R.I. It is just in this piece, just a few blocks from T.F.Green Airport that we stumbled upon one snowy day Soli's Japanese Steakhouse. Due to the severity of the weather, that day, the three of us found ourselves almost alone with the staff, making for a very personable atmosphere.

We were greeted with a smile and a question of why we had intentionally braved the weather. Now, if you never have had the pleasure of dining at this type of restaurant, we should inform you that the table at which you are seated has a large skillet stove, or "flat-top," in the center of it. One of the best features of this type of cuisine is the entertainment value of seeing your food prepared right before your eyes, Soli's proving to be no exception.

We ordered a shrimp, a chicken, and a beef stir-fry, also ordering a small sampling of their sushi and sashimi menu. Our hot meal came with a prepared salad and shrimp appetizer, both fresh and full of flavor. The salad featured a savory soy-based dressing that received mixed reviews.

After the salad, our chef for the evening arrived with his cart of materials and began to dazzle us with his expert knife and juggling skills. To describe the preparation in too much detail would ruin the experience, it is something that must be witnessed first-hand. It is recommended that for the full experience, the fried rice is ordered (it is one of the more dramatic dishes).

Overall, our meal was wonderful and the service impeccable. Since on this occasion, we knew being the only table in the restaurant lent us to a bias level of service, we interviewed a few people around campus who all agreed that Soli's was excellent. So, head on over to our neighbor in the south and check out firsthand what is truly an experience worth having.

If you have somewhere that you and your friends enjoy going to have a good meal, write us at campusherald@jwu.edu. Subject: food.

Letter to the Editor... Registrar's Add/Drop

The add/drop process here at Johnson & Wales does not work. New students at this school have a definite disadvantage in registering for classes. When a student begins here, they are not allowed to select their own schedule; the school does it for them. If they wish to change their schedule, they must do so after classes have begun.

The way the add/drop system works here is very time consuming, difficult, and completely unnecessary. There is a better way. Instead of missing classes to stand in line for hours attempting to make the necessary changes, we should have a system that makes this process easier for our students. Other schools send you a course schedule in the mail with a time and date for you to begin calling and selecting your own classes. This is done for all students, no matter what your status is. If you decide to make changes you can do so over the phone up to a certain date.

The system here at Johnson & Wales needs to be revised so that students don't have to worry about wasting their time and energy on adding and dropping classes. It would also save time for the school. I think the systems should be changed to make add/drop easier for everyone.

By: Samantha Knight

Letter to Restaurant Prov

In the last issue of The Campus Herald I wrote an editorial on Restaurant Prov, one of Providences newest restaurants. My purpose in writing the editorial was to warn potential diners of an experience they might encounter at Restaurant Prov. I was dissatisfied and I felt that others would be as well. This editorial was solely based on my opinion and my dining experience. I was totally appalled when a fine dining restaurant turned into a club without warning. I think that it is all right for a place like Chad's Bar and Grill and Chili's, but not at a place for fine dining.

People who like going to nice restaurants with fine foods, generally, want to relax. I hope that the owners of Restaurant Prov take what I have written as constructive criticism and use it to better their restaurant. I am sorry if I have offended them in any way, and I wish them luck in the restaurant industry.

By: David Horrocks

The Campus Herald encourages students to submit "Letters to the Editor" expressing issues, concerns, or ideas that you may have about the University, Providence, or social issues. Letters should be free of offensive language and discriminating expressions, and not be degrading to any culture. Letters will only be published if they are signed. Articles can be submitted to The Campus Herald either by dropping them off to the office located on the 3rd floor of the CRIOSI building or e-mail them to campusherald@jwu.edu

- The Campus Herald Staff
VIEWPOINT

Will 'Bush' be synonymous with 'Recession'?

By - Nic Evans

By mimicking plans used by former President Ronald Reagan and attempted by his father, President Dubya proposes a huge tax cut, about $1.6 trillion, targeted at the wealthiest Americans. Welcome to the Bush recession!

The proposed cut will cost more than $2 trillion whilst using up almost the entire budget surplus. If this tax cut is not voted in, Bush will give billions of dollars less to college financial aid, education, law enforcement, Social Security and Medicare than he promised. (Can you feel the burn yet?) He now proposes $3 billion less to a prescription drug program than he said he would during the campaign. The C.O.P.S program, which pays over 100,000 police officers on the street in communities all over America, will face possible elimination.

Programs that the tax cut will eliminate, are the programs working families depend on.

The wealthiest one percent of Americans will receive up to 43 percent of the tax cut. The Bush people boast the fact that this cut helps a percentage of middle-income families too. But in reality the plan only helps them by reducing their taxes by a very small amount. Bush supporters do not mention that most low income families will be no better off than they are now from the cut.

Dubya’s tax plan depends on cuts in important programs. The human population will slow debt repayment by 559 billion during the next four years. This means Bush's successor will be left with a public debt 50 percent larger than if Bush had not messed with the system, and every family of four will pay interest on $8,000 in more debt by the end of 2004. This is an abandonment of the balanced budget. This poses a risk to a return to deficit spending and recession like we had in the Reagan years.

Bush’s plan will need to cut money for housing, the environment, transportation, law enforcement and other areas, programs the low income families depend on. The plan ignores Social Security and Medicare for now, citing future studies. By going through with the cut, there would be no money for reforms or social programs.

Most Americans favor a small tax cut that benefits the majority of the people, low to middle income families, not the wealthy. The Bush plan is sort of shady. In a recent poll done by MSNBC, more than 70 percent of Americans agreed with the Democrats less risky tax cut.
REACH FOR THE STARS...
Join A Winning Team!

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

There are Many Opportunities to Choose From.

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE:
★ An integral part of the student activities operations
★ Campus Leaders, with proven academic standing
★ Must have a 2.5 GPA to apply
★ Customer service oriented
★ Dependable
★ People who want to be a part of something special

POSITIONS:
(7) Operations Assistants
(2) Club & Organization Program Assistants
Program Assistant
Design, Web & Resource Room Manager
Editor - Campus Herald
Editor - Johnsonian Yearbook
Business / Advertising Manager - Campus Herald

JOB FAIR INFORMATIONAL
Friday, April 6, 2001
Harborside Recreational Center - 2nd Floor
10:30 am - 12:00 pm

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION DEADLINE
Friday, April 13, 2001
Submit by 4:30 pm to Citizens Bank Center for Student Involvement

CANDIDATE INTERVIEWS
Tuesday, April 17 - Friday, April 20, 2001

STUDENT ASSISTANT SELECTIONS ANNOUNCED
Friday, April 27, 2001

For more information contact the Student Activities Office at the Citizens Bank Center for Student Involvement
401-598-1195.
Sojourner House Seeks Involvement for Community Initiative To End Family Violence

Sojourner House is looking for local organizations and residents to participate in an ongoing community initiative in the towns of Gloucester, Beverly, Foster and Fall River. Sojourner House is working with local communities to tear down barriers that have prevented families from receiving the critical support and help they need to escape the violence in their homes. The involvement and support of local residents and organizations is crucial to the success of this project.

Sojourner House encourages all area organizations or residents that are interested in participating or needing more information to contact them at 776-9821.

Project Renaissance Bulletin

Self-service terminals have been installed in both the Downtown Registrar’s Office (White Building) and HarborSide Registrar’s Office (2nd floor of the Recreation Center) that allow students to print their own schedules and degree audits without having to ask for one at the Registrar’s front counter. The program has been set up so that only students who have been “cleared” (Registered) will be allowed to print a schedule.

Thanks to everyone in the Information Technology Department for making this a reality. The positive impact to students and staff is immense!

Deferring taxes with TIAA-CREF can be so rewarding, you’ll wonder why you didn’t do it sooner.

One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF.

Your funds are automatically deducted from your paycheck, so it’s easy to build income to supplement your pension and Social Security. Especially since your SRA contributions grow undistributed by taxes until you withdraw the funds.

And you may even be able to borrow funds against your SRA—a unique benefit of choosing TIAA-CREF.

So why wait? Let TIAA-CREF’s low expenses and investment expertise help you build a comfortable retirement. We think you will find it rewarding in years to come.

It’s Easy to Save More Through the Power of Tax Deferral

$100,068
$67,514
$4,500
$41,293
$31,933
$13,052
$11,609
10 YEARS 20 YEARS 30 YEARS

In this hypothetical example, setting aside $400 a month in a tax-deferred investment with an 8% return in a 28% tax bracket saves better than the same net amount per year as a savings account. Total returns and actual value of investments will fluctuate, and yield may vary. The chart above is presented for illustrative purposes only and does not reflect actual performance, or predict future results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect expenses.

TIAA-CREF
Ensuring the future for those who shape it.
1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

Retirement Insurance Mutual Funds Trust Services Tuition Financing

Union John available.

RHODE ISLAND’S LARGEST CLOTHING AND MORE SALE COMING APRIL 25-28, 2001
Rhode Island’s oldest and largest Clothing And More sale is coming April 25-28, 2001. The Wheeler School Parents Association hosts its 53rd Annual Clothing Sale at the School’s gymnasium, 407 Brook Street, Providence, RI. The sale will offer shoppers a greater selection of items at low prices. Highlights of the highly-anticipated sale include more items than ever before in the Baby Boutique and Designer Dress Boutique, as well as in the Women’s, Men’s and Children’s Delemtions. A snack bar offers refreshments. Admission is free.

For information on the 53rd Annual Clothing Sale, contact The Wheeler School at (401) 421-8100.

East Side Apartments

4 - 5 Bedroom
excellent locations
lots of amenities
utilities included
$325 per bedroom
available June 1
521-2000
272-1709
LAST CHANCE FOR YEARBOOK
PHOTOS!

GRADUATE PORTRAITS
FOR THE
2001 Johnsonian Yearbook
ARE NOW BEING SCHEDULED
FOR THE WEEK OF
MARCH 26TH @ CBCSI BUILDING
TO SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT LOG ON TO:
WWW.OURYEAR.COM OR CALL 1-800-OUR YEAR

(password/dep: 249)

WOMEN'S Sittings: 4 poses in your own long-sleeve blouse or business attire, plus 2 poses in an academic gown.
MEN'S Sittings: 4 poses in your own color-coordinated suit (shirt, tie, jacket) plus 2 poses in an academic gown.
REMEMBER: THERE IS A $5.00 SITTING FEE. AN ACADEMIC GOWN WILL BE PROVIDED, AND LOOK YOUR BEST FOR YOUR PHOTO IN HISTORY.
CALL THE YEARBOOK OFFICE w/questions AT 598-1486.

ATTENTION
DAY SCHOOL STUDENTS GRADUATING IN MAY

YOU MUST ATTEND THE GRADUATE FAIR ON EITHER:
TUESDAY, MARCH 27 IN THE HARBOSIDE RECREATION CENTER - Student Lounge Between 11:00am & 3:00pm
OR
THURSDAY, MARCH 29 IN THE PEPSI FORUM (Plantations Hall) Between 9:00am & 3:00pm

***THIS WILL ONLY TAKE ABOUT 20 MINUTES OF YOUR TIME***

TO
PICK-UP YOUR GRADUATION PACKET

&
COMPLETE THE NECESSARY REQUIREMENTS TO PARTICIPATE IN THE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES IN MAY

YOU WILL RECEIVE YOUR CAP & GOWN ORDER FORM
AND WILL BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE:
EXIT INTERVIEW WITH FINANCIAL SERVICES
CAREER DEVELOPMENT EMPLOYMENT SURVEY

CONTINUATION NOTICE - (2 year grads.)

YOU WILL ALSO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO PURCHASE:
PERSONALIZED GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS & A CLASS RING
Springs 8 Essentials
By Jennifer Camilo

Spring is right around the corner, wondering what to wear? Here are eight great spring ideas:
1. The belt has been a great accessory since last season, and it is to be seen in 2001 spring wear.
2. White leather is also to be seen this spring in various apparel: shoes, handbags, or even a head strap.
3. And 4. Nautical Striped halter shirts and Asymmetric open shoulder tops.
5. The tee dress was a hot item of the past, surely to be seen this spring season.
6. Colored jeans.
7. Military green in tops, skirts, pants, Capri’s, shorts and so on...
8. Mini skirts are another hot item for this season. Pictures: Cosmopolitan

The Rohode Island Foundation Gallery
Feb. 13 - April 6, 2001
From Antiquity to Hip-Hop: The Culture of Clothing and Adornment
April 23 - May 19, 2001
Works of Anthony Quinnn

FNX and Providence Phoenix Announce Twelfth Annual Best Music Poll Nominees
Ballot nominees for the Twelfth Annual FNX/Providence Phoenix Best Music Poll were announced on March 21st. Over the next several weeks readers and listeners will be encouraged to vote for their favorite artists in both local and national music categories. The winners will be announced Thursday, May 17 at the Best Music Poll Festival. The Festival, presented by FNX Radio and the Providence Phoenix, will feature performances from nationally and locally renowned artists.


Cinema Corner

Spring is right around the corner, wondering what to wear? Here are eight great spring ideas:
1. The belt has been a great accessory since last season, and it is to be seen in 2001 spring wear.
2. White leather is also to be seen this spring in various apparel: shoes, handbags, or even a head strap.
3. And 4. Nautical Striped halter shirts and Asymmetric open shoulder tops.
5. The tee dress was a hot item of the past, surely to be seen this spring season.
6. Colored jeans.
7. Military green in tops, skirts, pants, Capri's, shorts and so on...
8. Mini skirts are another hot item for this season. Pictures: Cosmopolitan

The Sandra Feinstein-Gamm Theatre is proud to present:
The School for Wives & Tartuffe by Moliere,
In repertory, March 22nd through April 29th.
Ticket Prices: $20 Regular, $18 Senior, $16 Student.
Visa/MasterCard/Discover, encouraged.

Why two plays by Moliere when one suffices even the most established theatres? Well, in the first instance, Fred Sullivan Jr. couldn’t decide which play he wanted to do most. Secondly, the idea of daily repertory—same actors different plays—is a thrilling idea for both the audience and the actors. This, of course, was how Shakespeare and Moliere conducted their company business and, despite our extreme limitations of budget and resource we wanted to give our company and our audience a taste of that “classical” repertory experience.

Three African-American yuppies (a married banker, a bachelor attorney, and a commitment-wary doctor) must confront their problems with commitment and honesty when they learn that their longtime friend, a reformed playboy, is getting married.

Starring Morris Chestnut, Shemar Moore, D.L. Hughley, Bill Bellamy, Gabrielle Union, Susan Dalian
Directed by Gary Hardwick
Written by Gary Hardwick
Studio Screen Gems
Review coming in next issue

Movie Madness
What Women Want
Thursday, March 29th at 8 pm
Harbornside Recreation Center 2nd Fl.
Sunday, April 1st Matinee at 2 pm
Free ** Sponsored by UIB

Mel Gibson Helen Hunt
What Women Want
Final fly 1 man 2 listening
Def Jam's The History Of Hip-Hop, Volume 1 Compiles Original Classic Hits From LL Cool J, Beastie Boys, Method Man, Jay-Z, Public Enemy, DMX, Redman, Foxy Brown and More

Courtesy of: U-Wine

In the space of two decades, hip-hop has risen from being dismissed as too black, too aggressive, too your-parents-are-going-to-hate-it, to dominate not just popular music but movies, television, dance, fashion and language. Two of the words in the language of hip-hop also signify the genre's best-known and most successful record label: Def Jam.

Def Jam 1985-2001: The History Of Hip-Hop, Volume 1 (Def Jam/UTV Records/UME), released February 27, 2001, compiles 17 of the label's, and hip-hop's, classic hits, each digitally remastered. The album, available in both clean and explicit versions, also features a 24-page booklet highlighted by an extensive history of the Def Jam Recordings and detailed notes on each of the featured tracks.

The History Of Hip-Hop, Volume 1 includes the genre's greatest artists, and their seminal and essential tracks, beginning with LL Cool J's rapturous and tuneful "I Can't Live Without My Radio." Def Jam also launched the Beastie Boys, whose "(You Gotta) Fight For Your Right (To Party)" from Licensed To Ill, the biggest-selling album in Def Jam's history, brought rap to the suburbs. On the other side of the tracks, Public Enemy, "the Black Panthers of rap," earned unprecedented respect and notoriety with "Fight The Power," written for Spike Lee's "Do The Right Thing." The album spans the gangsta funk of Dr. Dre's "Rope Me Up (Up In Here)," the soulful love song in the history of rap, the Puff Daddy Mix of "I'll Be There For You/You're All I Need To Get By," from Method Man and Mary J. Blige. The History Of Hip-Hop, Volume 1 brings together the East Coast with Jay-Z featuring Aaliyah (of Major Coogi) & Ja Rule on "Can I Get..." and the West Coast with Domino and Nipsey Hussle and DJ Quik, with the title track, "The History Of Hip-Hop." Volume 1 tells the story of a record label which continues to speak to a new generation and which has changed more than simply music.

Spring is arriving and the weather is getting better. The Campus Herald is looking for individuals who would like to do a series called, "Thursday Adventures."

Students will be asked to venture throughout Rhode Island and write about what they experience. Some of the key areas to go are Newport, Boston, the beaches of R.I. and other locations found by the students. If interested please contact us by phone - 598-2867 or e-mail - campusherald@fww.edu

If Interested Please Reply ASAP With Your Name and Phone #

The time has come for the community of Johnson & Wales to start thinking about putting a team together for the 17th Annual Battle of the Campus. Mark your Calendars this main event will take place May 4th, 2001 from 11 am - 4 pm at the Rogers Williams Park. We are in need of volunteers, please contact Rosette Marshall at the Center for Alumni & Advancement Relations x: 1310.

PROVIDENCE: Persibahle Theatre announced that four new courses have been added to their growing Theatre Arts School roster, each taught by an area theatre professional. Some of the new Spring courses have been designed expressly for the more advanced actor who is looking to forward her training in specific techniques. In addition to the advanced courses, the Theatre Arts School is continuing to offer their popular introduction to Acting and two brand new Teen Acting Courses. Classes start the week of April 9th and have low accepting enrollment. To receive a free brochure, call 401-331-2695 x 102 or download it free from Persibahle's website at www.persibahle.org.

Kicking off the new Spring courses this semester is Great Acting Teachers and Their Methods, part 1 with URI And Ri College Faculty member Wendy Overby. Meeting Tuesdays at 7PM, this nine week course is an introduction to the techniques of Stanislavski, Strasberg, and Adler as well as an overview of how the craft of acting developed.

Also new this semester is The Taming of the Bard, meeting Wednesday night at 7 PM for six weeks with instructor David Burt. Through the use of monologues and short scenes, students will learn to understand, speak, and act upon the language of the most popular playwright ever to live. David Burt has been acting and directing all over the country for over forty years, most recently at RI College.

Especially for teen actors, Persibahle has introduced two new courses this semester. Spring Training - Auditioning will be taught by Ali Childrens Theatre instructor Joannes Fayan. Designed to prepare teen actors for upcoming summer and fall auditions, this course will concentrate not only on the monologue, but will also cover cold readings, etiquette, and audition day nerves. Appropriate for ages 13-18, this seven week course meets Saturdays at 1PM. Also new for teens is Teen Sports - Improvisation and Scene Study with Inprov Jones' Casey Seymour Kim. Meeting Mondays at 4 PM for six weeks, this class sharpens acting skills through a variety of games and exercises. Students will focus on responding to and working with scene partners in both scripted and improvisational situations.

The very popular Introduction to Acting course with Fred Sullivan, Jr. of Trinity Rep will meet Mondays at 7 PM (this course fills up fast, so early registration is encouraged). For those you who have taken Fred's introductory course, the next recommended class is Scene Study with Barry Press, which also meets Tuesdays at 7PM. This class is for actors to go into scene study as well as for those who have taken it before.

Ideal for those students looking to explore their physical creativity, Embodying The Character is another new offering this semester, taught by Trinity Rep Conservatory graduate Kate Leister. This eight week course meets Mondays at 7PM and is designed to provide the actor with the tools needed to develop a character through physical action as well as intellectual understanding.

Back again is Improv for the Actor with instructor Constance Crawford, which meets Wednesdays at 7 PM. The course is constructed of exercises, games, improvisation, and an improvisational approach to written scenes. Instructor Constance Crawford is a graduate of the Juilliard School and has been seen on Saturday Night Live and Guiding Light.

For a free brochure call 401-331-2695 x 102 or visit www.persibahle.org and download it from Persibahle Theatre's web site.

Persibahle Theatre Arts Center PO Box 33132 95 Empire Street Providence, RI 02903 www.persibahle.org 401-331-2695 tel 401-331-7811 fax

Ronald J. Sloan
April 3 - 30, 2001
JCC Rhode Island
M - Th:9am - 5pm, Fri: 9am - 4pm
861-8800

LAUNCH INTO SPRING WITH ACTING CLASSES

PERSIBAHLE THEATRE ARTS SCHOOL

KICKS OFF NEW SEMESTER
Dominican Student Association
April 2nd, 2001
Raffle Drawing - A Dinner for two at The Cheesecake Factory
April 3, 2001
Art Exhibit @ 6:30 pm @ Multicultural Center
April 8, 2001
La Cena @ McNulty Hall @ 3:30 pm
April 26, 2001
Latin Festival of Dances @ 7 pm in the Multicultural Center

General DSA meetings every Monday @ 7 pm located in the CBCS third floor. Come and learn about our unique culture.

Mestizos and Mestizas, Latinos and Hispanics
Culture =VS= Identity
By - Rho Chapter, Beta Line

Due to our diverse and complex cultural structure, Latino & Hispanic people have found themselves lost through time. From the beginning of time, our countries have been populated by native Indians such as Mayas, Incas, Tarves, Guanches, and many others. Each tribe formed different ways of life and created civilizations that best suited their geographical needs.

During the times of colonization we began to blend with other cultures. In 1492, when Christopher Columbus landed in the island of La Hispaniola, his ship crew started mixing with the natives and then later on betrayed and took them in as slaves. During the period of African slave trade and during the French colonization of the other half of the island ( Haiti), our people started mixing even more. This is just another example of how our cultures are combined, the same cycle happened around the world at the same time. In reality, that is why we share our roots.

Today we choose to group and classify ourselves according to colors and backgrounds. On a political standpoint, our nations differ in the ways our governments deal with issues, and the different oppression each nation has undergone creating a change in the general functions of the world. For example, the only communist country in Latin America, the rhythm of the music and taste of the spices of their foods can only be related to those of the beautiful islands.

Latino should not be characterized as Mestizos or Mestizas. We are all Latinos even if the complex of our skin is white, black, or Indian. We should not be classified by the way we look. Our blood and culture is what represents our Hispanic background. Latinos should stick together no matter the race, racial or cultural. If in one way or another we follow similar cultural aspects despite our unique lifestyles/traits/that's why we should not fight against each other, we are not the enemy, no one is. In fact we should all work together and protect one another from racial discrimination, and stereotypes. We should try to help each other enrich ourselves with knowledge and help our country prosper. The United States is a diverse country, which consists of all different types of races. We should take advantage of that opportunity and learn from each other's cultures. We should take time and socialize with other races to look at our similarities and differences. Do not exclude yourself from other races just because you have different traditions, or customs. Our Latino countries should not discriminate against other countries, instead we should help another to become more unified.

One of the reasons why there is so much conflict between Latin American countries is the argument of which one has the most pride and the richest culture. One of the countries which is always being put down because of their lack of culture is Puerto Rico. People say that they call themselves Latinos but know nothing about the culture. It's just a facade they carry around and flaunt but are not actually living it. Throughout the years Puerto Rico slowly but surely has begun to lose their ethnic culture and identity. A prime example of this situation is the issue of Puerto Rico losing their command of Spanish. We believe this is so because they are trapped between two cultures. They are a Latin country with its own cultures and traditions but at the same time they are part of U.S. territory and are American citizens. While Puerto Rico is going through these tough times of trying to gain their independence, we as Hispanics, should support each other instead of competing to be the prime race.

We should put all our differences aside and accept the fact we all originated from the same roots and our ancestors went through the same struggles to get us where we are today. With that being said we are not the Mestizos, Mestizas, Latinos, or Hispanics, "somos la misma sangre corriendo por nuestras venas compartido el mismo origen nuestra cultura", (We have the same blood running through our veins, and we share the same pride for our culture.)

Hispanics May Suffer From Depression
More Than Others
Submitted by - Σ Α Y

After the analysis of the results of the NCS survey it was concluded that the factors that help to control the rise in the Latino population are: being a woman, being sick, diminished perception of the health condition, greater perception of the unsatisfied needs and sensation of impotence or lack of control with respect to the life's demands.

This survey confirmed that there is a close relation between the low educational level and the depression in Hispanics, compared to Afro-Americans; for which there exists a direct relationship between low socioeconomic level and a high social isolation.

In general the most frequent stress factors in the Hispanic community seem to be related with the ethnic minority status, to the immigration process and adaptation to the American culture. It is important to keep in mind that the Hispanic population is not homogeneous in fact the depression index varies among different sub-groups, in particular the Puerto Ricans, Cuban-American and the Mexican-Americans, located predominantly in New York and Miami and the half of Texas-Columbia respectively.

Among the called 'special populations' two sub-groups have special attention in Hispanic studies: adolescents women. In the youth group is important to point out the higher incidence of depressive symptoms in the young Hispanic-American adolescents compared with white, but similar to the Afro-American who have been studied. Also similar levels of psychoactive substance abuse and criminality have been found among adolescents of these two minority groups. And the group of Hispanic women report more depressive symptoms than black women. The research has also revealed that the stress of the pre-migratory period is more intense in the post-immigration due to changes in the gender role, experimented by women: when they find that in the U.S. the labor market is bigger and more open than one of their countries, they are in some cases the role of providers of economic income in their homes, resulting in hostility and criticism from their husbands.

For more articles come to www.MGente.com, The Power of Latinos

TCH Calendar of events
Around Campus
Wednesday, March 28
Coffee House 8:00 pm @ CRC 2nd floor
NFC Meeting 3:00 pm @ CBRS
Sigma Lambda Upsilon & Sigma Gamma Rho Ladies Night 7:30 - 10:00 pm @ Minden Hall
Thursday, March 29
"What Women Want" 9:00 pm @ CRC 2nd floor
AA Meeting 7:00 pm @ Room 1 - Hospitality Center
Men's Wildcat Volleyball vs. Laredo 7:00 pm @ CRC
Sigma Gamma Rho & Phi Beta Sigma Party 10:00 pm @ CRC
Friday, March 31
Mind, Body & Soul - Women's Health Fair 12:00 pm @ MCC
Newman Club Prayer meeting 2:00 pm @ XC
Sigma Gamma Rho & Phi Beta Sigma Party 10:00 pm @ CRC
Saturday, April 1
Sigma Gamma Rho Informal (contact Vanessa at x4447)
Sunday, April 2
"What Women Want" 9:00 pm @ CRC 2nd floor
Catholic Mass 12:00 pm @ XC (5th Sunday of Lent)
Wildcat Basketball vs. Norwalk 12:00 pm @ Pierce Field
Wildcat Softball vs. Southern Vermont 12:00 pm @ Pierce Field
Wildcat Tennis vs. Roger Williams 3:30 pm @ MBHS
TCAAP Open Mic Night 7:00 - 9:00 pm @ CRC 2nd floor
Monday, April 3
Commuter Tuesday 10:30 am @ CRC 12:00 pm @ Cafeteria Commons
Tuesday Night 6:30 pm @ CRC
Latin and Span Dance 7:00 pm @ CRC
GAP Session 10:20 am @ MCC
Men's Volleyball vs. Roger Williams 7:00 pm @ CRC
Wildcat Basketball 3:00 pm @ UMMS - Boston
Wednesday, April 4
Wednesday Night Live 9:00 pm @ CRC 2nd floor
MCC Advisory Council Meeting 3:00 pm @ WBC
Bowling & Billiards 7:30 pm @ CRC
Wildcat Tennis vs. Newman 4:00 pm @ MBHS
NACAP National Day of Non-Violence 5:30 pm @ CRC
Thursday, April 5
"Finding Forever Love" 9:00 pm @ CRC 2nd floor
AA Meeting 7:00 pm @ Room 1 - Hospitality Center
Wildcat Basketball 3:00 pm @ Xurry
Wildcat Softball vs. Eastern Connecticut 3:00 pm @ Pierce Field
NACAP & PBL Old School Games 5:30 pm @ Gabe Field
Friday, April 6
Sigma Gamma Rho & Kappa Alpha Psi Indiana Love Party 10:00 pm @ CRC
Wildcat Softball GNAC Crossover Classic vs. Daniel Webster 6:00 pm; vs. Pine Manor 8:00 pm
Prayer & Meditation Service 6:00 pm @ MCC
NACAP "Get on the Bus" - NY City Trip ($20.00) bus departs at 7:00 am
Wildcat Basketball 6:00 pm @ Xurry
Wildcat Softball vs. Floor 12:00 pm @ GNAC Crossover Classic
Monday, April 8
Chiraz Mass 7:00 pm @ Cathedral</doc>
The sisters of Delta Phi Epsilon would like to welcome everyone back from Spring Break, hope you all had a great time! Congratulations to our graduates Marcie Zelenksi, Elynn Saxton and Courtney Hult...we’ll miss you girls! Happy Belated Birthday to Sister Natalie Holden. To the Brothers of Sigma Pi thanks for an awesome social, we had so much fun.

Happy Spring from the Sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma! We would like to take this time to congratulate all NPC organizations in successful spring recruitment. We would also like to wish the sisters of Delta Phi Epsilon a belated Happy Founders Day. To the sisters of Alpha Sigma Tau our warmest sympathies for the damage of your home. If there is anything we can do just let us know. Also a huge thank you to everyone that volunteered and helped out with the Kids Nutrition Exposition. The help was greatly appreciated by all.

The Scintillating Sororities of Sigma Lambda Upsilon/Señoritas Latinas Unidas Sorority, Inc. Rho Chapter, are very proud to introduce our newest Hermans... the Rho Chapter, Beta Line: Hermans Luz Covelli - GENILINA Hermans Florencia Duran - DADIVOSA Hermans Gaudy Aserio - HABIL Welcome to our Hermans... your patience, perseverance, and pride is starting to pay off. Let the Resplendent shine guide you through... our letters are brined in our hearts, and with the light that we display will still us apart, so to all my Hermans present y furte Sigma Lambda Upsilon - HASTA LA MUERTE! RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
Horoscopes

What events will take place this week?

ARIES (March 21-April 19)

*** Expect swift reactions from others. Situations could change in a few minutes. Plan changes just as easily. Don’t fight it. Recognize that the key to success is being flexible. Others could test your limits. Tonight: Treat yourself well.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

*** Avoid becoming distraught over financial news or situations you cannot change. All could transform in minutes, leaving you incredulous. If you’re tired, pull back and take a relaxing lunch break. By all means, don’t let your nerves get the best of you. Later in day, your per- spectives adjust. Tonight: Celebrate: The weekend begins.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)

*** Use the downtime to complete a project. Others seek you out, not only for opinions but also for help. Your high-energy help, but you cannot buck a controlling situation. You have but one option: Walk away. Tonight: Vanish while you can.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)

*** Maintain a high profile at work, despite what might be happening around you. Change is inevitable. Instead of thinking of ways around it, go with it. Sign up for a course where you can learn the newest techniques in your chosen field. Tonight: Where your friends are.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)

*** Friends and loved ones might be most changeable. You question what might be the best way to handle this situation. Understand that you cannot change others. Screen calls if possible; after all, you have a job to do. Be an observer rather than a player. Tonight: A must- appearance.

VIRGO (Aug.23-Sept. 22)

*** Understand what another expects from you financially. Right now, you have little say with this person. Go along, recognizing how much pressure is on you. A perspective develops with a sense of humor. Make calls and inquiries later in the day. Find an expert. Tonight: Leave work ASAP.

LIBRA (Sept. 23- Oct. 22)

*** The full moon activates your energy. People develop a rather blunt tone. Understand that what is now might not be later. Refuse to get stuck; keep flowing from situation to situation. Someone makes overtures. Be diplomatic as you make up your mind. Tonight: Out and about.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

*** Get into work and get as much done as possible. You have an unusual amount of energy for a money matter. Don’t take another’s words as law. Negotiate and go for what you want. Observe your tendency to internalize and swallow your feelings. For your well being, stop this pattern. Tonight: Join a friend for dinner.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

*** Don’t make assumptions because, in the present astrological climate, things could change. Come to you with many suggestions. Popularity scars in an unprecedented manner. Don’t put yourself in a jam with friends and loved ones. Review priorities. Tonight: Priorities. Tonight: First errands, then...

CROSSWORD

By Thomas Joseph

A C R O S S

1 The sun 5 Expecto-
10 Wrong 13 Custom
15 Meringue 16 Ice
17 Winter 18 Best
20 Hasheem 21 Fight
22 Frits 23 Comment
24 Below the audience
25 Easy to gel
26 Fabric
31 “Chicken Run”
32 Lunch
34 Epoch
35 Honey
36 Teaching
37 Loaded 40 Ak Bar Variations
41 Green

D O W N

1 Titled
2 3 Pictures
3 Censura
4 Language
5 Location
6 Links
7 Raji
8 Attached
9 Throws
10 Enraged
11 Dislikes
12 Carol
14 Except
15 Accom-
16 Number
17 Points
18 Do
19 A man’s job
20 House
21 Away
22 36 London
23 38 Have a bite
24 39 Archac

32 37 A Former
38 A Former
39 A Former
40 A Former
41 A Former

Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc.

Krimson & Kreme Ball

April 14, 2001

Don’t Miss Your Opportunity To Win 2 Free Tickets to Kappa Sowee and Romance Auction!!

Spring Into Movies ~ UIB
Thursday April 5th 9 pm
Finding Forrester
Sunday Matinee April 8th 1 pm

Harboride Rec. Center

Spring Into Movies ~ UIB
Thursday April 5th 9 pm
Finding Forrester
Sunday Matinee April 8th 1 pm
Harboride Rec. Center

Do You Have an Interesting Spring Break Story?!

The Campus Herald would like to hear about it. Submit it to us by dropping it off at the CBCSI third floor office or campusherald@jwu.edu

Any questions call

598-2867

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41
Donate a Phone

The Donate a Phone campaign collects wireless phones that are no longer being used by consumers. Founded in 1999 by the Wireless Foundation, Motorola and the National Coalition Against Domestic Violence (NCADV), Donate a Phone is an extension of the CALL to PROTECT program, which is a national education and philanthropic initiative aimed at combating domestic violence. The Donate a Phone campaign increases the number of wireless phone available to victims in need, while also generating additional resources to support the NCADV and other organizations working to combat abuse.

Through the wireless industry's CALL to PROTECT program, victims of domestic violence receive donated wireless phones and matching airtime.

CALL to PROTECT wireless phones are pre-programmed to dial 9-1-1 and one non-emergency number to enable a victim to summon help with the push of a button and assist in the transition from a life of fear to a feeling of protection 24 hours a day.

In the hands of domestic violence victims, wireless phones can literally be a lifeline, enabling victims to call for immediate assistance when they feel threatened. For a victim of abuse, having a wireless phone can mean the difference between safety and harm, and between the start of a better life or continued physical and psychological damage.

Visit www.donateaphone.com or call 1-888-901-SAFE for information on how to participate in the Donate a Phone program.

NAACP National Day of Nonviolence
April 4, 2001
Pepsi Forum
Time: 5:30 p.m.

Pledge of Nonviolence
Making peace must start within ourselves. I commit myself as best as I can to become a nonviolent and peaceable person.

To Respect Self and Others
To respect myself, to affirm others; to avoid uncaring criticism, hateful words, physical attacks, and self-destructive behavior.

To Communicate Better
To share my feelings honestly, to look for safe ways to express my anger, and to work at solving problems peacefully.

HEADSET SPECIALS FROM
COMFORT TELECOMMUNICATIONS

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR HUGE OVER-STOCKED WAREHOUSE.
WE HAVE LARGE SUPPLIES OF POPULAR MODELS BY
PLASTRONICS AND UNIAX
ALL ARE COMPLETELY REFURBISHED TO LIKE-NEW CONDITION AND
ARE SOLD WITH A TWO YEAR UNCONDITIONAL WARRANTY* (OR OTHER WARRANTY FROM ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY).

UNEX F-100, F-200, F-300 (FLEX PRO) $25.00
UNEX MP-10 MULTIPURPOSE AMPLIFIER $40.00
UNEX OPT-1N (MONOURAL, VOICE CANCELING HEADSET, 6 MONTH WARRANTY)* $25.00
PLASTRONICS B51 (MONOURAL, VOICE TUBE HEADSET) $25.00
PLASTRONICS B55 (MONOURAL, VOICE TUBE HEADSET) $24.00
PLASTRONICS M-10 (UNIVERSAL AMPLIFIER FOR PLASTRONICS HEADSETS) $50.00

CALL US TODAY AS THESE HEADSETS WON'T LAST AT THESE PRICES.
YOU MUST MENTION THE FOX SPECIAL WHEN CALLING.

COMFORT TELECOMMUNICATIONS
888-999-1234
WWW.COMFORTTEL.COM

What Do You Enjoy Most About Spring? And Why?

- The best part is probably that extra hour of daylight - it gives me extra time to get things done, as well as doing stuff I enjoy outdoor.
  Jen Maksel - Junior

- I enjoy the weather and being able to take walks in the park. Also, I enjoy driving around with the windows down.
  Ryan Ford - Junior

- Spring brings alot of things. Cars driving around, girls going out, and good old BBQ's. And lastly, the Step Shows!
  Dana Herbert - Senior

- I enjoy the sunshine, flowers and the site of students socializing around the campus community.
  Terry Addison - Dean of Students
Emeril Kicks Education Up a Notch

By — David Hornsby

Emeril Lagasse has just finished tapping his 1000th television show. The popular down-to-earth chef has finally done it. At its 1000th show "Maba Mario’s" Mario Batal, "Cooking Lives" Sara Moulton and "Food 911’s" Tyler Florence all showed up to root him on through out his performance.

Emeril Lagasse is Johnson & Wales' most famous graduate, of course. Tyler Florence is also a graduate. Emeril graduated in 1978. At the end of the taping of his first show Emeril was given a poster of his yearbook photo. He chuckled as he saw his arrowed out hair cut that he had back then. After the show Emeril along with J & W announced that they would be starting a scholarship fund for culinary students at Johnson & Wales University. The first to receive this scholarship was Jen Harris, a soon-to-be graduate of Johnson & Wales.

There’s something new brewing at Johnson & Wales University campuses....

Two new signature coffee blends have been created exclusively for Johnson & Wales by Boyd Coffee Company. The University recently introduced the two new blends- Johnson & Wales Culinary Blend and Johnson & Wales Northeastern Blend- to its students and guests at its educational facilities. The blends were developed by the University’s coffee partner, Boyd Coffee Company of Portland, Oregon.

The Johnson & Wales Culinary Blend is a full-bodied coffee with a sharp, sweet acid balance. It is made from the top grade Colombian and Kenyan beans and is rich and bright in character.

The Johnson & Wales Northeastern Blend is made with beans originating from Costa Rica, El Salvador and Brazil. It's roasted to be enjoyed at any time of the day and features a subtle aroma, medium acidity and a sweet and smooth flavor. The blend was designated to appeal to the distinctive tastes of Northeastern coffee consumers.

The coffee blends were unveiled during March at the Johnson & Wales campuses in Providence, Rhode Island; Norfolk, Virginia; Charlotte, South Carolina; North Miami, Florida; and Denver, Colorado. The University also operates hotels as educational training facilities for its students: the Radisson Airport Hotel in Warwick, R.I., the Johnson & Wales Inn in Seekonk, Mass.; and the Bay Harbor Inn in North Miami. Fla. These properties will also serve the new blends.

Red Lobster is #7

Red Lobster is looking for students who are interested in a Summer Management Internship and graduating seniors interested in full-time management positions that are available nationwide!

Come and learn more about our intern and training programs by touring our restaurant, interacting with key Red Lobster employees, and dine on the most delicious seafood treats.

Monday April 14, 2001 — 5pm to 8pm
Red Lobster, Warwick

(201) 398-1189
Red Lobster, Warwick

To sign up for this event, contact John Laurent in the Career Services office at 401-398-1189.

Questions can be directed to Diane Bonin in the Student Employment Office at 598-1849 or 598-2668.

Do you want to earn $8.25 per hour??

The Student Employment Office is accepting applications for the Community Service Work-Study Program. If you are eligible for Federal Work-Study inquire about the many opportunities available.

Community Service Work-Study positions give Johnson & Wales University Students the opportunity to assist local non-profit community service organizations and earn competitive wages.

Students have the opportunity to work with children, the elderly, and provide human services, to name a few of the many options available.

*** Volunteers in Providence Schools - tutoring ***Providence Public Library - after school programs and activities *** Boys and Girls Clubs of RI - sports, activities and clubs *** Joslin Community Center - after school programs *** Steelcase House Nursing & Rehabilitation Center - assisting elderly patients ***Feinstein Community Service Center - assisting with community service initiatives (Christmas in April, Belle Notte Auction, Volunteer Center of RI)

Participate in the J&W Community Service Work-Study Program and make a difference in your community
Who Will Survive??

It's coming May 4th
There will only be a few Survivors

The top 10 stolen vehicles in 2000 •
1. 1989 Toyota Camry •
2. 1990 Toyota Camry •
3. 1991 Toyota Camry •
4. 1988 Toyota Camry •
5. 1994 Honda Accord EX •
6. 1996 Honda Accord LX •
7. 1994 Chevrolet C1500 4x2 pickup truck •
8. 1990 Honda Accord EX •
9. 1997 Ford F-150 4x2 pickup •
10. 1995 Honda Accord EX
Source: CCC Information Services Inc.

Leading Edge Racing
HONDA, ACURA, NISSAN, MITSUBISHI, TOYOTA, MAZDA, VOLKSWAGEN

Lights, Readers, Springs, J-Spec
parts available

L. E. D Racing
354 Warren Ave
East Providence, RI
02914
(401) 434-5693
www.LED-Racing.com

Northwest Regional
INDIANA LOVE
Johnson & Wales University
Pine Street; Providence, RI
PEPSI FORUM
Plantations Hall
$5 General Admittance
$3 Greeks w/Para

ΣΓΡ
FRIDAY, APRIL 6, 2001
For More Information Call the Kappa Hotline @ (401) 933 - 1534

Do Laundry while You Drive??

Courtesy of: CanasDriver.com

Ford and Maytag have teamed up to create a "personalized for your lifestyle" concept vehicle, named Windstar Solutions.

The companies said in a press release that the Windstar Solutions "provides convenience and timesaving appliances for on-the-go consumers and incorporates technology that links consumers to their homes via Home Connection."

The concept vehicle integrates custom-designed Maytag appliances into the 2000 Windstar production minivan.

Among the Windstar Solutions equipment:
- Refrigerator - Maytag's ClimateZone technology food drawer is featured in the cargo compartment.
- Microwave - Placed in the left rear, it's "perfect to heat up a baby bottle, hot chocolate, tea, soup, and even popcorn."
- Cooler - Located behind the driver and front-passenger seats, the cooler stores easily accessible items such as bottled water, sodas, and juice boxes. It is also removable for use at a park or a football game.
- Hot/cold cup holders - Located between the passenger and driver, the hot/cold cup holder's keep your milk cold and your coffee hot.
- Trash compartment - Windstar Solutions has a trash compactor located between the front seats and a trash bin in the vehicle cargo area.
- Wet/dry utility vacuum - The Hoover wet/dry utility vacuum is placed in the side panel adjacent to the second-row passenger seating.
- Washer/dryer - A miniature combination washer/dryer is built into the rear cargo area.
- Tray tables - Tray tables fold down from the seat backs of the front captain's chairs.
- Home Connection - The Home Connection concept could enable consumers to remain connected to their homes. Customers in the future could preheat the oven, check inventory, and monitor home security and fire systems. While driving the system uses voice-activated technology, but in the park position consumers can choose to use a touch-screen.
- Entertainment package - Individuals can choose between viewing movies or playing CD-ROM games. Game controllers and CD storage are built in.

Do You Drive a Big Van?
What you need to know

A new federal study suggests that large, full-size passenger vans pose a greater risk of rolling over than smaller vans when fully loaded, according to a report in The Detroit News.

The vehicles include the Ford Econoline, GMC Savana, Dodge Ram wagon, and Chevrolet Express.

The study by the National Highway Traffic safety Administration (NHTSA) said big vans were 17 percent more likely to be involved in a rollover crash than smaller vans when they were carrying between one and four passengers.

When they were carrying 15 passengers, it went up to 35 percent. For 16 or more passengers, it was 70 percent.

The safety agency was able to show through road tests that the vehicles were more likely to tip over in the face of specific driving maneuvers such as sharp turns, the News said.

There were five fatal crashes involving 15-passenger vans owned by colleges between December 1999 and February 2000. A Kenyon College basketball player was killed in a rollover crash in January 2000. Four Prairie View AM&N track athletes died in a rollover crash in February 2000. Both colleges curtailed use of the vans following the crashes.

An NHTSA spokesman said the findings were still in a preliminary stage and would not be published by the agency until further review.

Important University Policy Change for Summer School Attendees:

All Day School students who plan to attend classes (including Co-op) this summer (June and July 2001 terms), MUST complete the 2001-2002 Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) prior to Summer Registration on May 14, 15, and 16.

Students who have not yet filed the 2001-2002 FAFSA (green and white) will NOT be allowed to register for summer courses.

Please call 598-1468 or visit Financial Planning as soon as possible to receive a FAFSA application or to review your account. The FAFSA application can also be accessed online at www.fafsa.ed.gov.
**Wildcat Sports**

Last year when Johnson & Wales hosted vaunted Suffolk University, the Wildcats played the eventual GNAC champion Rams tough...very tough. But Suffolk left Pierce Stadium with a pair of valuable conference wins.

The one thing the Wildcats wanted to avoid as the GNAC season began this year was a repeat of history.

They didn’t get it.

Though the Wildcats showed everyone who showed up in East Providence that they can play with the best the conference has to offer, Suffolk capitalized on two subtle errors, and walked off with a doubleheader sweep of the Wildcats, 4-3 and 9-2.

It’s got to be frustrating for JWIU, because they really did play well, and senior left-hander Ken Scholl surely deserved a better fate. The ‘Cats went up 2-0 in the first inning on a double by Tyler Alfred and a two-run single by John Muszkewycz, then upped their lead to three-in-the second when Chris Landry singled and scored on a single by Dave Santos. But Suffolk retaliated with two runs, aided by a passed ball and an errant throw. Then, in the sixth, one of the substitute raised its ugly head. Suffolk’s Kris Stokes had singled, and was able to reach third base on a passed ball that barely got to the backstop. When the Wildcats were forced to intentionally walk last year’s GNAC Player of the Year, Joe Duca, the stage was set for the first of two huge at-bats by Mike Anastasia. A 400 hitter last year, Anastasia tied the game with a sacrifice fly. Now, if Stokes didn’t hustle all the way to third on the passed ball, he would have remained at second. Instead, it was 3-3, and the damage was done, just before Scholl got out of the inning by inducing a double-play grounder.

Then, after the Wildcats failed to execute a sacrifice bunt in the top of the eighth, J & W left Santor at third (the ‘Would’ve, should’ve, could’ve. Unfortunately, the Wildcats didn’t, and Suffolk was able to squeak out a win when Anastasia launched the game, a sharp single to right with the bases loaded and one out in the bottom of the first extra inning.

Much to their credit, the Wildcats went right back at Suffolk in the second game. The Rams moved out to an early 4-0 lead, but the ‘Cats answered with a pair in the third on a two-run double by Mike Hall, and then parlayed singles by Kris Landry and Ron Pouegers, and a costly Ram error into three-fourth-inning runs.

J & W’s 5-4 lead was short-lived, though, as Duca tagged his first homer of the year over the left field fence to tie the game in the bottom of the third.

Again, J & W fought back. After Suffolk went up 8-5, the ‘Cats knocked the game, 8-6, when Muszkewycz singled one in and Hall doubled in a pair.

But Suffolk showed its own resiliency, and with four hits, two walks, and a Wildcat miscue, the Rams went back up, 12-8.

J & W got to within three, 12-9, and even sent the potential go-ahead run to the plate, but Alex Haleski, who won the first game, earned a save in the second when he got Hall on strikes to end the game.

The Wildcats took for four GNAC wins next weekend, when Norwich and Southern Vermont head to Pierce. A doubleheader is set for both Saturday and Sunday, starting at noon.

**Rough Start for J & W Softball, but cold weather helps lady ‘Cats to prevail over Curry College**

By - John Parese

From the outlandish statistics department...this just in, Johnson & Wales’ softball team is unbeaten in games when the temperature at gametime is under 45 degrees.

Now, that may not do much for fan participation but the Wildcats gave themselves a major boost in confidence when they handed highly-touted Curry College a 7-4 defeat in their home opener at Pierce Field in East Providence.

After a 0-6 basalt Florida to start the season, the ‘Cats took down Curry in the cold of a late afternoon with five runs in the fifth inning. And while Laura Hutchinson tossed a near-perfect innings of relief, the ‘Cats got their first win of the year when they

assaulted the Colonels with red-hot bats.

Curry had taken a 2-0 lead in the first, but the ‘Cats drew even with a pair in the bottom of the second, when Christine Loring tripled and scored on a Hutchinson single.

The Colonels edged ahead with single runs in the third and fourth, but, in the Wildcat fifth, J & W went on a tear.

Audra Rockefeller singled, stole a pair of bases, and scored on a Lonnie Hughes triple. Kara Pictoc singled, moved ahead on a Loring sacrifice, and Hutchinson helped her own cause with a deep blast to right field that was good for three more. Libby Johnson reached on an infield error, and suddenly, the ‘Cats were in the driver’s seat. Hutchinson allowed only two baserunners in three innings of relief. She fanned three.

Kim Cyclic, making her first-ever home start, pitched well, too. She gave up only one earned run, and only five hits in her four innings of work. Cyclic struck out three.

The Wildcats open their home season in the Great Northeast Athletic Conference this weekend. They’ll play Southern Vermont and Norwich in doubleheader action, which will coincide with base- ball doubleheaders right across the Pierce Complex. The Saturday and Sunday double-dips begin at noon.

**Dance Classes with Jeff Allen**

It’s FUN!! It’s FREE!!

For all JAW Students, Alumni, Faculty & Staff

Where: Johnson & Wales’ Bartolomei Recreation Center

287 Shipyard St., Providence, RI

596-8015

Tuesday 7pm - 8pm Intermediate SALSA

You’ll learn basic partner style of our favorite latin dances, which is music vary in the typical LA style of dance!!!

8pm - 9pm Performance Latin

With performance by JAW to conclude event!!!

Wednesday 7pm - 8pm West Coast Swing & Lindy Hop

Singing Workshop for M & M, lecture on Lindy Hop style and new English Charleston - P Swipey

8pm - 9pm Disco Hustle & Night Club Style

Yours is a private dance slow single and all the girls hustle slow - new! Gen: 50s, 60s, and 70s.

Join us for the fun and action!!!

Your instructor, Jeff Allen, has authored 5 books on dancing, compiling his latest book "Dancing to the Beat." Jeff has been teaching dance for over seventeen years, is a feature writer for Dancing USA Magazine, and has enjoyed a very successful career as both an Amateur and Professional competitor. He’s won numerous Championships, has earned over 35 ASCA Top Teacher Awards, and has attained the prestigious Membership Degree in the North American Dance Sport Teachers Association.

**THE OFFICE OF CAMPUS DIVERSITY**

**Presents**

**THE LUNCH & LEARN PROJECT**

Your 报名! Times: 1pm, April 13, 2001 4th Floor

Johnson & Wales University, Providence, RI

**H.Translate**

**Domestic Violence**

**Psychology? Who Me?!**

All events are complimentary and open to all students. No RSVP required.

253 North Main Street, Providence, RI 02903. Contact: Office of Campus Diversity at 859-324 or 9026@JAW.edu

**Exhibits:**

- "Redefining Identity: A Look at Identity and Cultural Differences"
- "Shattering Stereotypes:了解不同文化背景的影响"
- "Breaking Barriers: The Power of Diversity"
J & W Volleyball is back on Track
Manner, Park, Cardoso, and Bouchard lead the ‘Cats
By - John Pancer

Fans of the Johnson & Wales men’s volleyball team may relax now. The team is officially back on the right track.

After suffering a bump in their season when they were upset at Rivercreek College, J&W has defeated Wentworth, Endicott, and King’s Point in their last three matches by a combined score of 9-0. With three consecutive shutouts, the ‘Cats are in a much better position to be a part of the North East Collegiate Volleyball Association playoffs in a couple of weeks in New Jersey.

After bumping Wentworth from second place in the NEC’s New England Division, the ‘Cats dispatched Endicott behind a well-executed team effort, Drew Manner had 12 kills, Steve Park had 11, Dennis Cardoso had ten, and Jason Bouchard nine for the ‘Cats.

But the team stepped it up another notch against King’s Point, the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy. USMMA had just come off a major upset of nationally fourth-ranked SUNY New Paltz when they stepped into the Harborside Rac on Saturday. They certainly must’ve known that the Wildcats were good, but J & W was very, very good.

Manner finished with 16 kills, and set the tone for the entire match by leading the ‘Cats to a 30-25 win in the third set, the team’s first win in a match that took J&W from a 9-6 lead to a 14-8 advantage. Three more came in a combined effort with Cardoso and Lo Soukhavong that helped secure leads of between three and seven down the stretch. Cardoso had two kills and a block for three of the game’s last four points.

Cardoso took over the first part of game two, with three kills and two blocks that helped the ‘Cats out to a 12-6 lead. Manner and Park teamed up for three more points to improve J&W’s lead to 18-9. The Wildcats withstood one of the great rallies of the season, a hard-earned point by King’s Point, then watched USMMA serve its way out of the match. J&W took a 2-0 lead with a 30-21 win in game two.

Manner served four straight points to get the ‘Cats out to a 4-1 lead in the third game, but King’s Point tied the game at 4-4, 6-6, and 7-7. It wasn’t until Manner slapped a couple of kills and blocked two more shots before J & W got some breathing room. Park came up with an ace and a back-row attack to make it 18-13, and Manner came up with his final two kills to make it 26-20. With the Merchant Marine players resigning themselves to their fate, Cardoso closed the curtain on the match with his eleventh kill of the day, and the ‘Cats marched out of the RAC with their 13th win of the year. J & W plays In-Division rival Leavel (Tuesday) and Newbury (Thursday) before closing out the regular-season with an April 5th matchup with Roger Williams. The NECVA playoffs take place on the following weekend at Ramapo College in Mahwah, New Jersey.

One Million Register for SportsLine.com March Mayhem
Brackets Contests and Games

Courtesy of: U-Wire

SportsLine.com, Inc. (Nasdaq: SPLN), the leading global Internet sports media company and publisher of CBS SportsLine.com (http://cbs.sportsline.com), announced it had recorded one million sign-ups for its March Mayhem brackets contests and games, with tens of thousands of additional sign-ups still occurring daily. SportsLine.com believes it is the first Internet company to record one million sign-ups for its March Mayhem contests and games.

The "Millionaire Brackets Challenge" from Courtyard by Marriott offered $10 million to the contestant who could correctly predict the winners of all 63 tournament games that began Thursday, March 13. The "Bracket Pool Manager" provides users with software to manage their own contests. The "Round-By-Round Challenge," sponsored by Courtyard by Marriott, began with the second round of the championship on March 17, and offers the chance to win a variety of electronics prizes and a fantasy basketball trip for two to lucky winners, who correctly predict the outcome of the most games in each round. Fans can continue to play the "Round-By-Round Challenge" throughout each remaining round of the NCAA Men's Basketball Championship.

"We’re extremely proud and pleased to record one million registrants for our March Mayhem contests, an accomplishment which will significantly contribute to our growing database initiative," said Michael Levy, chairman and CEO of SportsLine.com, Inc. "These results demonstrate what happens when you combine outstanding products, prizes and promotion, with the speed and reliability to ensure that users can not only connect with your site, but connect rapidly and frequently. This response further illustrates the value of targeted Internet advertising to our sponsors."

Due to the large number of upsets on the first day of the Championship, including 15th-seeded Hampton’s victory in the final game of the day, all contestants for the $10 million prize were eliminated following that game. The "Millionaire Brackets Challenge" also offered additional prizes for fans that could pick nearly all the games correctly. The prize for correctly predicting 61 or 62 tournament games was $100,000. The prize for correctly predicting the winners of all 63 tournament games was $10,000. The continuing run of tournament upsets also eliminated all contestants for those prizes during the opening weekend. However, other prizes will be awarded in the contest, including a fantasy basketball trip for two, a 40-inch wide screen television and a Palm Pilot.

Duke was the overwhelming selection of those who entered the brackets contests, as 41.4% picked the Blue Devils to win the 2001 National Championship. Stanford was the second choice at 14.1% with Arizona third at 12.1% and Maryland fourth with 6.2% selecting the Terapins.

CBS SportsLine.com’s March Mayhem site features the deepest Internet coverage of the NCAA Men’s Basketball Championship, including the most current scores in a variety of forms and up-to-the-minute statistics for every game of the tournament. CBS SportsLine.com’s award-winning staff of writers and editors provided the most comprehensive reports anywhere on all 65 teams in the tournament as soon as the brackets were announced. Coverage has continued throughout the tournament with CBS SportsLine.com reporters staffing every tournament venue and filing breaking news stories, analysis and features.

The Rotaract Club of J & W inaugurated their new office on Friday, March 23, 2001. The office is located on the 2nd floor of Plantations Hall. Please feel free to drop by or call to find out more about the club and its activities. The number to contact the Rotaract Club of J & W is 598-1465.
THE ARCADE

Not just a place... a destination

Fast Food
Cool Clothes
Cosmic Connections

at the heart of Providence since 1828

Ask about gift certificates
good at all The Arcade businesses.

The Arcade is available after hours
for parties and private events.
For information about function,
office or shop space,
please call The Arcade (401) 598-1049.

65 Weybosset Street
Providence, R.I.
598-1199

Monday — Friday: 10 a.m. — 5 p.m.
Saturday: 11 a.m. — 4 p.m.
Call for special holiday and seasonal hours